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To Our Friends, Patrons, and the Trade in General

T IS with renewed pleasure that we present to our many friends this, our Geranium Catalogue for 1912, thanking them for the encouraging patronage and support they have given us during the past. We trust that we may merit a continuance of their fullest confidence and assure them that we will do all in our power to make every transaction satisfactory in every way.

That the Geranium is the most popular flowering plant to-day with the mass of people is an indisputable conclusion, and this is not to be wondered at when we consider the grand acquisitions that have recently been added to the list, embracing a range of almost bewildering variety, comprising all imaginable colors, shades and combinations, from the most dazzling colors to the softest and most delicate tints, baffling successful description, so that the most fastidious cannot fail to be satisfied.

NOVELTIES

The list of Novelties we have to offer this season is, without doubt, the finest that it has ever been our good fortune to import; almost without an exception, every one is worthy a place among the best, and represents a great stride toward a higher standard of perfection. They have originated under the experienced hands of men known the world over as introducers of the very best Geraniums, men to whom we owe the credit of making the Geranium what it is to-day; and while we have not had an opportunity to test them, we are confident they will meet every requirement of a Geranium.

THE ILLUSTRATIONS

are not intended to portray in any manner the size of the flower or truss, but to give an idea of the general appearance. We have tried to make the descriptions as true as it is possible to get them, very few doing full justice to the variety represented. The colors of all the Geraniums, except the Novelties, have been tried by Dauthenay's French Color Guide.
IMPORTANT TO PURCHASERS
PLEASE READ CAREFULLY BEFORE ORDERING

The price list which will be found on a separate sheet is for stock from 2-inch pots, and is made on the following conditions:

We aim to get new customers and to keep old ones, and by honorable dealings to satisfy both our customers and ourselves.

This list cancels all previous quotations. All offers are made subject to goods being unsold. Prices quoted are for plants from 2-inch pots. Single rates quoted are for less than five of a kind. Dozen rates are for more than five and less than 25 of a kind. Hundred rates are for more than 25 of a kind. Special prices are made for large lots.

No charges are made for boxes or packing, nor for delivery to Express or Freight office on orders of $1.00 and over; on orders for less than $1.00, 15 cts. must be added to pay for packing.

As heretofore, all sales and quotations are made on a strictly cash basis, regardless of the responsibility of the customers. We make low prices, guarantee full count, and render the best possible service in every way.

C. O. D. orders must be accompanied by one-half of the amount of order.

All claims must be made immediately on receipt of goods; later claims will not be considered. When loss occurs through our fault, we will take pleasure in correcting it, but we cannot be held responsible for damages occurring in transit.

We cannot hold plants on inquiry without a guarantee of acceptance.

Orders for growing crops accepted subject to crop failure, shortage, or other causes beyond our control.

We prefer to ship all plants by express; they then travel at special rate—20 per cent. lower than the regular merchandise. It is not necessary that charges should be prepaid to secure this rate. We have Adams and United States Expresses.

We take all possible means to keep every variety separate and true to name.

To all who are interested in horticulture we extend an invitation to visit our establishment at any time, and to inspect our stock, feeling confident that they will find it up to the highest standard of perfection that is possible to obtain.

We are located 12 miles north of Baltimore; get off at Cowenton, on the Philadelphia Division of the B. & O. R. R.; or at Chase, on the P. B. & W. R. R. of the Pennsylvania system. Send us word of your coming and we will meet you at either station.

R. VINCENT, Jr. & SONS CO.

WHITE MARSH, MD.
Bruant's 1911 Novelties

INTRODUCER'S DESCRIPTION

Six Single Varieties

Kleios. Plant dwarf and robust, free flowers, crimson shading to violet, center white, the two upper petals stained nasturtium; flowers noted for their fine color and flowering.

Revisor. Low habit, exceptionally free flowering, dark rose magenta color, makes a splendid show when massed; something like the variety President de Lassenes.

Beauté tendre. Good habit, free flowering, trusses held well above the foliage, large round flowers, rosy white streaked and blotched.

Jean Rose. Plant robust, strong trusses held well above the foliage, rose carmine, upper petals maculated white.

Jean Pabon. Robust and free flowering, enormous trusses held well above the foliage, grand round flowers, blood red color, small white eye.

Simone Michel Corday. Plant has good habit, trusses held well above the foliage, pretty shade of magenta rose, upper petals maculated orange at base of petals; pretty novelty for the garden.

Eight Double Varieties

Caruso. Grand semi-double flowers, beautiful shade of yellowish orange, beautiful variety, good habit.

Maxence. Plants robust and multiflorous, large trusses, long flower stalks, large semi-double flower of a beautiful shade of ruby scarlet, marked with orange at base of petals; good variety, beautiful color.

Milcendeau. Large trusses held well above the foliage, grand round semi-double flowers, beautiful shade of crimson red, white eye, upper petals light fiery red towards center.

Jeanne Bouet. Strong trusses, large semi-double flowers, color clear orange rose, white center; noted for its color.

Cecile Idora. Robust plant, strong trusses supported by long flower stalks, large semi-double flowers, beautiful shade of rose mauve, upper petals maculated white.

Jeanne Girard. Strong trusses, grand semi-double flowers, clear orange rose, center white.

Marguerite Bastien. Plant has good habit, free flowering, and continues in bloom the whole season; trusses held well above the foliage, bright madder carmine, sometimes spotted white at edge.

Leon Dupont. Plant multiflorous, grand semi-double flowers, beautiful clear orange red.

Single Cyclops

Louis Reau. Plant robust, strong trusses, large round flowers, currant red color, petals bordered dark, grand white center.

Engel Gros. Plant of good habit, free flower; large round flowers, good trusses, brilliant cerise red, grand white center, aurora violet; the free flowers of red and white produce a grand effect.

De Courtillolles De Anglevillle. Plant of good habit, large spherical trusses, large round flowers, sparkling carmine red flowers, grand white center, which gives the flowers a fine appearance.

Double Cyclops

Ernest Chebroux. Free flowering, large trusses, semi-double, clear cerise, large white center.

Colonel Darde. Plant of good habit, strong trusses held well above the foliage, large semi-double flowers of clear cerise, large white center.

Heavy-Wooded Large Flowering

Six Single Varieties

Jeanne Allais. Robust habit, free flowering, large single flowers, rich apricot salmon, veined darker, shaded white and clear salmon.

Petitjean. Dwarf habit, strong trusses, single flowers of a remarkable clear soiferino violet, petals marked orange at base.

Marcienne. Large plant, enormous trusses almost covered by foliage, grand round single florets, beautiful shade of light lilac purple, shading to large white center, upper petals maculated white.

La Fulgur. Free flowering, large trusses, grand single flowers, clear vermilion color; makes a fine bedding variety on account of its bright color.

Jeanniot. Good habit, large trusses held well above the foliage, grand single rich lilac-purple flowers, two upper petals blotched white at center, white eye.

Euripide. Good compact habit, large single round white flowers, large trusses.
Geranium S. A. Nutt, Bordered with Geranium Mme. Sallerol
Bed of Geranium S. A. Nutt, Rochester, N. Y.
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Nine Double Varieties

Anna Morstadt. Plant of dwarf habit, large trusses, semi-double, beautiful shade of orange red.
Marquise G. de Beaumont. Free flowering, grand semi-double flowers, beautiful shade of rose carmine, upper petals maculated white.
Baronne de Lonquell. Plant of good habit and free flowering, large semi-double flowers, beautiful shade of Tyrian rose, petals marked with white, white eye.
Madame Aecolas. Dwarf habit, free flowering, large trusses, semi-double, pretty rosy pink color with white eye.
Marquise d'Albadie. Plant hardy but floriferous, large trusses, semi-double, pretty rosy pink color with white eye.

Comte F. De Rouge. Good habit, large trusses, round semi-double flowers, beautiful color of clear solorine, upper petals maculated orange at base, almost a duplicate of Le Poi- ton in color; a good bedder.
Docteur G. Lalanne. Plant robust, of dwarf habit, grand trusses held well above the foliage, large round semi-double flowers, vermillion red, good bedder.
M. C. Poinsot. Good habit, floriferous, long peduncular trusses, semi-double flowers, clear carmine lake color with white eye.
Baron Albert von Loo. Plant robust, good trusses, large round semi-double flowers, intense ruby violet, upper petals spotted nasturtium.

Lemoine's 1911 Novelties

INTRODUCER'S DESCRIPTION

Single Varieties

Arthur Chuquet. Grand trusses, flowers brilliant cerise, large violet rose center, free flowering.
Felicien Champsauf. Grand flowers, perfect form, clear orange red.
Gabrielle Rayal. Strong trusses, large white flowers.
Henri Ardel. Enormous trusses held well above the foliage by good flower stalks, grand flowers of a rosy pink with large white center.
Jean Huret. Enormous trusses, light violet rose tinged red, white on upper petals, lighter eye.
Jean Rameau. Very large trusses, brilliant cerise red flowers, large white center.
Leon de Tinseau. Beautiful trusses, crushed strawberry color, white eye.
Maurice Rostand. Very large blood red flowers, good trusses held well above the foliage.
Pierre Valdagne. Large round flowers of a bright clear carmine lake color.
Sacha Guirhy. Long straight stems, round flowers, scarlet orange color.

Double Varieties

Amyot. Beautiful shade of clear carmine, white eye.
Clement Marot. Beautiful shade of gooseberry red, large white eye.
Mme. Paola Radaelli. Large trusses, flowers of beautiful form, cream white.

Rozain-Boucharlat 1911 Novelties

INTRODUCER'S DESCRIPTION

Single Varieties

Aleazar. Grand round flowers, perfect form.
Alice Ruffer. Ground of light rosy scarlet, veined darker, blotched white.
Colibri. Beautifully formed variety, pure white ground, veined and marked at edges of petals with lilac purple.
Comte de Robillard. Clear crimson carmine with large white eye, upper petals spotted white.
Geo. Chavez. Deep reddish purple, large trusses, upper petals marked fire, white eye.
Marquise de Certaines. Beautiful shade of rose salmon, perfect flowers, large petals.

Olympia. Bordered fuchsia red, shading to a large white center, dwarf grower.
Ontario. Clear poppy red flowers, large trusses held well above the foliage.
Tangara. Open flowers of a rich cochinial and carmine color, upper petals shaded darker.
Thais. Pure mauve, with white eye.
Villa Laurenti. Rose purple carmine, dark halo, one leaf orange, large trusses.
Vittorio Mussi. Very rich color of cardinal red shaded purple, flowers of perfect form.
Double Varities

Aida. Baron de Montal. Semi-double flowers, rosy magenta shaded fiery red at base on upper petals.

Camelia. Semi-double flowers of a carnation color, ground shaded rose Neyron, shading towards center to an aurora salmon.

Docteur Gonde. Large round semi-double flowers, carmine purple, shading lighter into white at center, upper petals blotched white.

Giuseppe Marchetti. Flowers semi-double and round, beautiful shade of carmine purple, with a large and distinct eye.

Opera. A beautiful rose Begonia color, like the Nilson rose.

Simoun. Rich brilliant red scarlet, very effective.

Villa Stella. Semi-double flowers, white ground, edged and spotted mauve rose, aurora rose.
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Conchita. Plant remarkable for its compact habit, free flowering and large branching habit; Geranium red with white eye.

Jane Oryan. Large trusses, good habit, compact and robust, always full of flowers which are a beautiful shade of white, veined and blotched deep lilac rose, white eye.

Bleriot. Unique plant, very floriferous, exceptionally long flower stalks, large trusses, flowers white at base of petals, delicate tint of deep rose pink; one of the prettiest in this class of pinks.

Grand-Via. Beautiful trusses and flowers of a pretty shade of lilac purple, two petals blotched white at base; plants grow in masses, dwarf compact habit.

Farman. This is a very handsome plant having a branching habit and blooming abundantly; flowers of a clear shade of deep carmine; fine for bedding.

Lieut. Rollin. Continuous bloomer, rich crimson red flowers, white eye, excellent trusses; grows well in any good temperature.

Jean Lionnet. Grand flowers of a reddish purple shade, petals maculated orange at base, plant robust and floriferous; long flowers, stalks and umbels.

Pierre Courtois. Profuse bloomer of large crimson red flowers, shaded fiery red, robust habit, long and straight flower stalks; this plant resembles Pres. de Lassence, having a very clear color.

Jean Balde. A beautiful novelty shade of reddish purple; petals are blotched white at base, very floriferous, enormous trusses set upright on long flower stalks.

Comtesse Clos. Plant of semi-double habit, free flowering, beautiful color of peach salmon, veined darker, large white eye.

Double Varities

Richeri. Plant branching, robust and free flowering, large trusses held well above the foliage; flowers a bright shade of reddish old rose.

Campania. Large trusses held well above the foliage; flowers a bright shade of pure claret, white eye; robust habit of growth.

Latham. Immense semi-double flowers of a beautiful shade of deep madder carmine with a white eye, very floriferous; a distinct variety, enormous trusses supported by long flower stalks.

Sophia. Beautiful flowers of a rich purple shaded violet, base of petals maculated orange; a beautiful and distinct variety, low habit, very floriferous, numerous trusses, large semi-double flowers.

Krylor. Magnificent trusses and flowers of a remarkable color of russet orange, white eye.

Pierre Suhau. Immense semi-double flowers of a beautiful shade of carmine purple with rich velvety finish, low habit, free flowering, beautiful trusses.

G. Zille. Good trusses and large flowers of a pretty shade of cochineal carmine, shading through violet at center to a beautiful and rich color; plants of good habit, always flowering.

Beau-Carmin. A profuse bloomer of semi-double rose white flowers tinged with an aurora of light mauve rose; rich color and beautiful variety.

Jeanne d’Orliac. Low habit, numerous trusses being held well above the foliage by strong flower stalks, center and halo of light rose pink, white edges.

Pierre Made. Dwarf, elegant, semi-double flowers of a pretty shade of carmine red with a white eye; very attractive when grouped.
Single Cyclops

Marquise de Lonquiel. Long flower stalks, round flowers, Geranium red, shading to a light carmine, enormous white center; it is one of the best of the Cyclops novelties.

Leonce Depont. Deep carmine, shading purple, with a large white center, beautiful flowers, good strong trusses.

Frederic Plessis. Good trusses, large round flowers with carmine margin shading lighter to a large white center.

Chastenet de Castaing. Large round flowers, clear vermillion red with a large white center, very distinct; plant low, robust and free flowering.

Semi-Double Cyclops

Rosemle. Very strong trusses, large semi-double flowers, the color being a beautiful shade of cardinal red, large white eye, and velvety finish, dwarf and robust habit, large flower stalks.

Gil May. Plant low, floriferous, pretty shade of rosy magenta with white center; beautiful distinct novelty.

Heavy-Wooded Varieties

Madame Laurenge. Immense flowers of a lilac purple color, two upper petals blotched white at base, white eye, very strong habit, medium foliage, large trusses being held well above the foliage.

Francis Eon. Large trusses and flowers of a crimson purple shade with white eye.

Comte Bege. Very strong trusses, beautiful and immense flowers of a rosy magenta color, base of petals shaded to carmine; one of the prettiest novelties in this class of Bruant's; low habit, flowering abundantly, pretty contrast of flowers to be used as bedding in exposed places.

Rosambel. Immense flowers of a rich dark mauve rose, noted for their richness in color, good habit, strong trusses.

Marquerite Philippe. Strong trusses, pretty shade of salmon carmine with white eye, profuse bloomer, dwarf foliage; an excellent plant for bedding.

Odol. Beautiful shade of violet rose, two upper petals blotched white, dwarf habit, free flowering.

Velma. Dwarf habit, free flowering, large round flowers of a pure white color.

S. de Roose. Plant is robust, has a good habit, immense flowers and trusses, beautiful velvety shade of carmine lake, base of petals maculated orange; very beautiful novelty.

Jean Nouques. A beautiful shade of crimson red shaded violet; orange scarlet blotch at base of petals; good habit, continual bloomer; very good for grouping.

Mademoiselle de Baecalan. Plant of good habit, flowering abundantly; extra strong trusses, large round flower, pure white, with an aura of salmon rose, white eye.

Madame Sauge. Long rigid flower stalks; grand flowers of a pretty shade of madder lake with white eye; grows well in the open air; plant robust and free flowering.

Semi-Double Heavy-Wooded Varieties

Annie Besant. Pretty shade of salmon carmine, semi-double flowers, good habit, continual bloomer until interrupted by frost.

Professeur Opoix. Low branching habit, free bloomer, very grand trusses held well above the rich green foliage; flowers of a pretty shade of Tyrian rose, feathered and blotched white on upper petals; a very pretty novelty.

G. Rivollet. Immense semi-double red flowers, gradually shading towards center; supported well above the foliage by long flower stems; continual bloomer.

Heliodore. Lilac purple, base of petals red lead color, grand trusses and flowers, low habit; very floriferous.

Mad. Marie Sperling. Free and continual bloomer of tender rose flowers veined carmine; a very clear and distinct variety.

Madame Michel Corday. Violet rose shading to white at base of petals, large white eye, low habit, medium foliage, very large trusses, and semi-double flowers.

President Luizet. Large and elegant semi-double flowers of a light rich crimson red color; base of petals orange; one of the prettiest novelty shades in the semi-double Bruant race; good trusses, long and rigid flower stalks.

Couallier. Medium flowers of a beautiful shade of cardinal red, white eye, robust plants, large umbels; a very beautiful variety.

Madame L. de Fourcaud. Dark madder lake flowers veined and maculated white; grand novelty noted for its continual flowering and richness in color; very large, semi-double flowers; edges are fringed on order of Carnation.
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Double Varieties

Albert de Lapparent. Immense aurora rose flowers, white eye, grand trusses.

Auguste Bernaeri. Full florets of an old rose color, plant dwarf and floriferous.

Cesare Lombroso. Clear carmine shading to a rose center, with white eye.

D'Estourelles de Constant. Exquisite semi-double flowers of a mauve rose color, blotching white at center.

Anna Karenine. Medium size cream white, tinted light pink flowers; enormous trusses.

Arthur Bernede. Center light rose salmon, blotched white, shading to mauve rose.

Catherine Mendes. Beautiful shade of salmon pink; strong trusses.

Charles Guerin. Round flowers of a salmon carmine, white eye; enormous trusses.


Eugene Brieux. Enormous flowers of an Orient red color; excellent trusses.

Georges Courteline. Round flowers of a lilac purple color, with two upper petals blotched white; large trusses.

Rozain-Boucharlat 1910 Novelties

Double Varieties

Agathos. Strong trusses; immense semi-double flowers of deep carmine color.

Baron Dhanis. Grand cochineal red, semi-double flowers, with a purplish tint.

Comte Carminati di Brembilla. A very rich color of currant red, shading lighter towards center; two lower petals blotched white at center, white eye; an excellent variety with large semi-double flowers and trusses.

Diales. Exquisite semi-double deep carmine flowers, gradually shading towards center; magnificent foliage.

Exceurial. White center, shading to bright ox-blood red at edges of petals; immense flowers and trusses, resembling the Cyclops class.

Agra. Large lilac white flowers with an aurora of light rose pink, feathered crimson pink; an excellent variety.

Bratus. A profuse bloomer of russet orange flowers; excellent trusses.

Charles Bordes. Light mauve flowers, spotted light red; good bedder.

Comtesse de Hohenwart. Immense flowers of a currant red with cardinal red upper petals shading lighter towards center; very large trusses; a beautiful variety.

Cybele. Magnificent clear rose flowers shading to bright rose scarlet on upper petals, while others are blotched white at center, with white eye; a superior variety.

Estrella. A very beautiful variety of white flowers, veined and edged with deep rose pink.

Guillaume Marconi. Spherical, madder red color with straight trusses.

Leon Desjardins. Large double flowers held well above the foliage; continual bloomer of currant red flowers.

Selma Lagerloef. Tender lilac semi-double flowers, shading to a rose center.

Single Varieties

Jean Cruppi. Enormous flowers of a deep carmine color, with two upper petals blotched white; large trusses.

Lucien Deseaves. Analin red blotched white, resembling a nosegay in form.

Mme. Segond-Weber. Flowers of medium size, carnation white color; very floriferous.

Raymond Poincare. Immense flowers of a deep carmine color; upper petals blotched white with large white eye.

Robert de Flers. Large trusses, clear lilac rose; flowers stained white towards center.

Suzette. Grand pure white florets, large round trusses.

Fragonard. Round carmine salmon, semi-double flowers; very floriferous.

Lieutenant Chaure. Immense semi-double flowers of a rich shade of tomato red, with a large white eye, an excellent variety.

Louis Sire. Profuse bloomer of a deep carmine red; dwarf growth.

Mephisto. Immense semi-double flowers of a deep cardinal red color.

Sergeant Casalonga. Magnificent semi-double flowers of a dark shrimp color, spotted and blotched white; very floriferous.

Valda. Medium size flowers of a beautiful shade of mauve rose, spotted darker with two upper petals blotched white.

Single Varieties

Felicien Pascal. Immense flowers of a currant red color; strong trusses.

Manuel II. Cardinal red flowers with large white eye; excellent qualities.

Monte Rosa. This is a very fine variety with large rose carmine flowers, dotted deep rose; the two upper petals are blotched white. Has a beautiful large white eye; this variety is superior to all others in its class and colors.

Phelbus. Rich color of madder red with white eye; florets beautifully formed; an excellent variety.

Princess Mafalda. Grand, round perfectly formed flowers of a bright madder rose, white eye.

Rubis. A magnificent flower, of bright strawberry red, shaded through violet to white eye.
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Single Varieties

Recolor. Plant of good habit, flowering abundantly; large red crimson flowers. A variety remarkable for its richness in color.

Albera. Strong trusses held well above the foliage by a long rigid stem; immense flowers of a mallow white color; very robust grower and stands all temperatures.

Antithese. Large round flowers of a vermillion scarlet color with a large spot on upper petals; great contrast of colors; robust plants; very floriferous.

Frivola. Beautiful flowers of a delicate rose lilac, upper petals shading to white center; good bloomer; a grand acquisition to any collection.

Interne Bazy. Remarkable shade of analin violet, darker margin on upper petals; robust grower; compact habit; fine trusses.

Jules Marsan. Immense flowers of a salmon color with white eye and red apricot halo; excellent habits, medium height, numerous trusses; a very satisfactory bedding variety.

Rose-aimee. Enormous trusses held well above the foliage by long flower stalks, pure brilliant rose color, robust habit; stands the sun well; an excellent bedder.

Double Varieties


Claironnant. Immense copper red flowers, blooming abundantly; especially good habit; grand trusses held well above the foliage.

Fraisidès. Semi-double brilliant rose strawberry flowers, mixed and maculated violet; good habit, flowering abundantly; a distinct variety.

Habert-Dys. Grand, round, perfect semi-double flowers, mixed and maculated violet; good habit, flowering abundantly; a distinct variety.

Leon Riotor. Large, semi-double flowers of a fine shade of bright carmine shading to brilliant rose, white center; good habit, flowering abundantly.

Lya Berger. Free flowering, semi-double flowers of a pretty shade of china rose; robust, compact habit.

Madame Dux. Large, round, semi-double flowers with strong trusses of elegant form; beautiful color of apricot salmon, dark center, shading to the margin of white rose; constant bloomer; excellent for bedding.

Rasafiera. A beautiful and attractive color of fine rose slightly shaded salmon, petals elegantly curled; compact habit, fine upright trusses, very good foliage; fine for bedding.

Secvola. Clear rose-powdered rose carmine, semi-double flowers, borne on long stems; a beautiful variety.

Cyclops Varieties

Single Cyclops

Germain. Excellent flowers of a grand rose carmine color, white center, good habit; large trusses; one of the best of this class.

Jean Bologne. Dark red flowers, fine white center, large, round, full trusses; very floriferous.

Maurice Thomas. Large rich vermillion flowers, white throat veined lilac; a beautiful novelty; fine habit and trusses.

Serenia. Cerise carmine flowers, white center, strong trusses; excellent pot variety; fine bloomer.

Semi-Double Cyclops

Regaine. White center upon a rose cherry cerise ground; dwarf habit; attractive and pretty variety.

Docteur G. Chanteaud. Compact grower, immense trusses, excellent semi-double flowers, rose garnet color with red margin on each petal; the immense white center makes this variety one of the best of the double Cyclops.

Carjan. Medium trusses; large, flat, open, semi-double flowers of a dark red color with large white center, forming a great contrast of colors.

Ernest Reyer. Very large, semi-double flowers of a light red color; low plant, but with excellent foliage.

Heavy-Wooded, Large Flowers

Single

Le Poitou. The newest and prettiest variety of a very rare Bluish violet color; lower petals brilliant violet bordered, upper petals red and violet, abundantly spotted fiery red; intense and distinct in coloring.

Roseina. Low branching immense flowers of a fine rose color, the two upper petals spotted white; excellent variety.

Pierre Vierge. Profuse bloomer of round, full flowers, gold center with white border and eye; clear, distinct coloring.

Verger Fleuri. Enduring pure white flowers; excellent habits; one of the best of the white varieties.
Nine Varieties of the Bruant Race with Large Semi-Double Flowers

Alphonse Dauchy. The color is a very dark rose with one white spot on each of the upper petals; new variety resembling Dagata in its strong habit of growth; immense open flowers; the largest of all new varieties.

Blancadour. Continued bloomer of fine semi-double pure white flowers; low compact grower; the flowers and trusses are immense, which makes it a fine bedding variety.

Hourlier Lenglet. Light bright vermillion red flowers; robust grower, excellent foliage, enormous trusses; good for bedding.

Jeunesse Poltevine. Medium-sized foliage with indented edges, fine trusses held well above the foliage; large semi-double fiery salmon flowers, a shade lighter and brighter than Beaute Poltevine; one of the best plants for ornamental use.

Julie Borius. Low and bushy plants; abundant trusses held well above the foliage; large, open semi-double flowers, new and fine colors; a shade which is hard to describe—a sun, golden rose magenta.

Mise Schmerber. Semi-double flowers with large full petals, light and fresh rose color, upper petals spotted white; a very effective bedding sort.

Pierre Courtosi. Velvety red purple spotted light violet; a rare color among the Geraniums; profuse bloomer, very rich foliage, large open flowers.

Translucide. Very large, semi-double flowers of a fine silvery rose color, the two upper petals spotted white; good transparent color, splendid robust grower, good foliage, long and rigid flower stalks, immense trusses.

Virgile Rossel. Dwarf grower, resembling Comtesse de Chantemesle; very large semi-double flower, golden white bordered delicate color; fine for Winter blooming.
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Double Varieties

Camille Dejoud. Semi-double fuchsia red flowers, nasturtium center.

C. Bessonnet. Beautiful semi-double flowers with petals bordered mauve carmine on a mauve ground.

Commandant Fesch. Perfect flowers of a carmine purple color, nasturtium center.

Ernest Judet. Ground red, double flowers.

Francois Coppe. Semi-double, novel color flowers, purple with Tyrian red of a silksilk appearance.

Single Varieties

Cardinal Mathieu. Beautiful red flowers with scarlet margin.

Chanoine Goube. Fine flowers of perfect form, clear purple shaded carmine purple, white eye.

Colonel Alix. Excellent round flowers of a rose salmon color, bordered peach.

Commandant Renard. Large flowers shading through red to bright rose.

Docteur Carrell. Grand flowers of a clear peach, veined halo of salmon rose, white eye; round flowers; large petals.

Jean Richépin. Exquisite beautifully formed flowers of a rose color, white eye.
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Single Varieties

Algeron Swinburne. Large, round, orange scarlet flowers, dwarf habit; very floriferous.

Arvede Barine. Grand trusses of enormous milk white flowers.

Cardinal Mathieu. Bright salmon flowers, pale rose on upper petals; upright habit.

Emile Hinzelin. Flowers fiery red, shaded black to the center; excellent habit.

Georges Beaume. Round perfect flowers of a bright rose color, white veins on upper petals.

Gaston Boissier. Immense trusses and flowers of a bright carmine color; upper petals spotted red; dwarf habit, small foliage, robust upright grower.

Jacques Jasmin. Large, perfectly formed flowers, flesh color with pink shading.

Pierre Louys. Grand flowers of a clear, rich aurora salmon; large trusses.

Victorien Sardou. Blood red scarlet flowers; very large trusses.
Lemoine's 1909 Novelties—Continued

Double Varieties

Abel Faire. Large, white, semi-double flowers with a carnation red margin.

Albert Guillaune. Tender rose mauve, shading to white center; large semi-double flowers of perfect form.

Benjamin Rabier. Grand, large, semi-double flowers of a rose mauve color with carnation shading.

Ernest Hebert. Enormous rose white, semi-double flowers with salmon veined center; very woody.

Jean Veber. Very large flowers on long stems; always full of bloom; bright scarlet.

Mme. Favart. Perfect flowers, alabaster white; excellent strong trusses.

Bruant's 1908 Novelties

Single Varieties

Amedee Giat. Early and continual bloomer of brilliant solferino violet flowers, two upper petals superbly maculated bright red; one of the best and distinct violet colors; strong trusses; grand flowers; good compact habit of growth.

Gaetane. A novel and magnificent shade of nankeen yellow, shading to daybreak pink; an excellent variety for any collection; round flowers; immense trusses.

Nisus. Magnificent flowers and trusses of a mauve rose color, distinctly spotted red; one of the most handsome plants of its class.

Double Varieties

Atlantis. Beautiful and attractive flowers of a brilliant madder red, effective for centers of vases, baskets, etc., or planting in arid places, as it has a robust growth, immense trusses, and bright coloring, making it very attractive.

Virginia. Immense semi-double flowers of a Daybreak pink color, painted rose, large white center; very floriferous; immense trusses; plants have a beautiful growth.

Curiosa. Magnificent rose mauve flowers, spotted carmine, white center; dwarf grower; medium-sized trusses.

Heavy-Wooded, Semi-Double

Docteur Danjou. Magnificent flowers of an intense violet color, upper petals blotched white; excellent semi-double flowers of a fine habit; remarkable variety of magnificent qualities.

Duchesse de Chaillles. Grand semi-double flowers of a pale rose color, glazed mauve, striped white in a flint stripe; one of the most handsome Geraniums now in culture, both in pots and beds; enormous trusses held well above the foliage.

Eliacin. Exquisite semi-double flowers of a bright mauve rose color, shading toward white center; good habit of growth; dwarf and compact; medium-sized foliage; immense trusses.

Jean Dornils. Flowers of salmon and dawn color, shading toward the outer edges to a lighter clear shade; robust but compact habit of growth; large trusses held well above the foliage; good pot plant; habit similar to Beaute Poitevine.

Ernest Hebert. Enormous rose white, semi-double flowers with salmon veined center; very woody.

Jean Veber. Very large flowers on long stems; always full of bloom; bright scarlet.

Mme. Favart. Perfect flowers, alabaster white; excellent strong trusses.

Luigi Grandi. Profuse bloomer of violet carmine flowers, red on upper petals; one of the most handsome colors in our heavy-wooded type, underlaid foliage, and of good habit.

Pres. Neumann. Handsome, semi-double flowers of a clear orange scarlet; of remarkable intensity; growth short and branching, with good thick foliage; a continual bloomer and a great favorite.

Heavy-Wooded, Single Varieties

Fix. Immense flowers of a bright coquelicot with white eye, very effective when massed, because of their brilliant coloring.

Rosamine. Beautiful flowers of a handsome rose color with violet reflex, petals maculated white; excellent trusses of fine flowers; an excellent variety.

Suzanne Leepre. Very large flowers and trusses of a beautiful shade of aurora salmon, shading towards a lighter distinct eye; robust compact grower; very floriferous.

Single Cyclops

Bertrade. Solferino rose, large white center; very distinct markings, flower and trusses of grand quality; excellent habit of growth.

Charles Derennes. A pleasing shade of red, shading through violet to an immense white center; excellent trusses and flowers, an early blooming variety.

Melodia. Handsome round flowers of a brilliant rose magenta, large white center; a beautiful and distinct variety; prettiest shaded novelty in this class; very floriferous; large trusses; round flowers.

Semi-Double Cyclops

Louis Mairdron. Flowers of a brilliant madder red, large white center, forming a most brilliant combination of colors; excellent habit of growth; immense open flowers.

Pablo. Grand flowers of a red color, shaded with violet, large white center; medium-sized trusses, dwarf grower, early and floriferous.

Lucis. A magnificent flower of a clear saturnine red, fimbriated flowers, literally covering the plant, semi-double, slightly curled, dwarf and compact grower, and abundant bloomer.
Lemoine's 1908 Novelties

Single Varieties

Anna Judie. Beautiful white flowers, tinted pink; excellent trusses; splendid habit.

Dr. Bertillon. Immense flowers of a salmon striped and blotched rose white color; erect, full and round flowers.

Dr. Laveran. Grand fiery red orange flowers, stained white on upper petals.

Emile Boutmy. Raspberry red flowers, upper petals fuchsia red, superbly maculated white at the base of upper petals; immense trusses.

Henry Moissan. Brilliant clear vermillion garnet with white center, beautiful flowers and trusses held vertically on long stems.

Louis Renault. Vigorous grower of perfect flowers and trusses of a clear orange scarlet color, robust semi-dwarf and vigorous grower; unsurpassed as a bedding variety.

Marcellus Berthelot. Attractive flowers of a brilliant scarlet color; semi-dwarf vigorous grower; fine trusses.

Double Varieties

Albin Valahregue. Immense flowers of a rose lilac color; upper petals maculated white.

Emile Maselly. Exquisite madder red, semi-double flowers, resembling the single Reformer; dwarf, robust grower, trusses abundantly produced.

Eugene Carriere. Enormous semi-double flowers with large rose copper salmon petals; semi-dwarf, robust habit of growth; fine trusses.

Henri Cain. Clear currant red, rose white center; good trusses.

Loreden Larchey. Semi-double imbricated white flowers, with distinct rose edge; large, strong trusses.

Rachel. Large semi-double white flowers, tinted pink; very floriferous; enormous trusses.

Terre Lorraine. Beautiful white semi-double flowers tinted rose carmine; plants are exceptionally good for Winter blooming; very floriferous; fine trusses.

Theodore Botrel. Semi-double flowers of a beautiful coral red color; fine trusses of a spherical shape.

Rozain-Boucharlat 1908 Novelties

Double Varieties

A. Ballif. Beautiful cochineal red center, veined rose salmon, fading lighter to almost white edge.

A. E. Guillermoz. Strong grower of white tinted flowers shaded and bordered lilac, large full petals, semi-double flowers.

A. Reveiller. Immense semi-double flowers, carmine lake tinged red, light center, full petals.

Marie Schille. Flowers of a velvety crimson carmine, with bright nasturtium center; very large blooms.

Major Rinson. A clear fresh shade of cyclamen rose, beautifully shaded semi-double flowers; beautiful form.

Oudjda. True purple flowers, spotted bishop violet opening to white center; dwarf habit, free flowering.

Belfort. Semi-double flowers of a cochineal carmine, shaded crimson center, veined white.

Rabat. Pure carmine clear plum center, white eye, semi-double flowers; petals finely formed.

Single Varieties

A. J. Pirie. Immense round flowers of a carmine purple, shading through fuchsia red to a grand white center.

Ben Sedira. Flowers are large and round and of a red purple color, center clear plum with white eye.

De Brezenuaud. Vigorous plant, bright vermillion color, profuse bloomer of extra large flowers of a Paul Cranpeul type.

Diamant. White bordered lilac flowers, round and perfect form; immense trusses.

General Gallieni. Exquisite flowers with round petals of a crimson velvet color, shading to a bright purple, white eye, bordered red.

Mme. Leonce Duval. Handsome flowers of a delicate rose shade, carmine halo, carnation white eye.

Mme Reynaud. Grand flowers of a beautiful shade of rose; large trusses; abundance of flowers of perfect form.

Prince des Asturies. Full flowers with white center surrounded by salmon orange, shading to white border; upper petals maculated brighter red; red orange throat; strong grower and very floriferous, immense trusses.

Suzanne Rozain. Immense flowers of a beautiful form, clear mauve rose, delicately tinted to white center.
A Semi-Tropical Effect Enhanced by Geranium Border
Newer Varieties of Special Merit

Under the heading of Newer Varieties of Special Merit, we, for a number of years, have been listing a set of Geraniums selected from those of recent introduction, or not well known varieties, which in our judgment possessed special merit enough to justify giving them a more thorough trial. Many of them have been placed in the standard list superseding some of the old favorites, or filling a place for which they were especially adapted. Our newer varieties of special merit have a reputation we are proud of, and we are confident that the list we offer this season will prove more satisfactory than any previous set.

Double Varieties

A. Ballif. (Roz.-Bou. 1908.) Beautiful cochineal red center, veined rose salmon fading lighter to almost white edge.

Arnage. (Brt. 1907.) Immense flowers of a very attractive shade of bright rose orange flashed white at center.

Clarus. (Brt. 1908.) Beautiful semi-double flowers of a most tempting fresh color of silver rose, which is very effective for a border; excellent habit of growth and belongs to the Philemon type, having same foliage.

Convilise. (Brt. 1908.) A most fascinating plant of a clear solferino violet, upper petals maculated red; immense flowers and trusses borne on long stems.

Electre. (Brt. 1908.) Profuse grower of immense flowers of a very brilliant and attractive shade of clear wall-flower violet, which is very charming in massed form used for bedding; dwarf, compact habit of growth.

Ernest Vernet. (Brt. 1908.) Enormous flowers of a beautiful madder red spotted lilac and veined scarlet; short healthy grower; magnificent foliage resembling that of a Pelargonium.

Flia. (Brt. 1908.) This is one of the prettiest colored novelties in the salmon type, being of an orange salmon color with copper tint; excellent and compact of growth, medium flowers of good substance.

Giselle. (Brt. 1908.) Perfect habit of growth, foliage comparatively small; flowers of medium size, borne on long stems, forming large bouquets of pure rose pink; very pretty as a pot plant.

Henriette Cordelet. (Brt. 1907.) Bright rose spotted with white; very large semi-double flowers, freely produced; compact and branching habit, similar to the Brunant heavy wooded type.

Henry Dreer. Vermilion scarlet.

Jamaique. (Lem. 1907.) A bushy, compact, globular plant, producing in greatest abundance throughout the entire season magnificent semi-double flowers; enormous trusses of excellent qualities, color bright cherry red; a very attractive and pleasing variety.

Jeanne Gazin. (Brt. 1908.) Plant robust and massive, beautiful appearance; enormous trusses supported on long stems, lasting exceptionally long, clear beautiful rose; flowers completely detached from the foliage.

Jean Tharaud. (Brt. 1907.) A magnificent flower of a carmine purple color, upper petals shaded lighter with large white center.

Joseph Vianney. (Roz. 1907.) Semi-double flowers of a beautiful shade of salmon rose, shaded peach; immense round petals; fine grower; magnificent foliage and trusses.

Louis Maziéux. (Brt. 1907.) A most gorgeous flower of a bright vermillion red, very distinct white center; excellent flowers and trusses; splendid grower.

Madeline Lepine. (Brt. 1907.) Profuse grower of exquisite salmon pink flowers; excellent growth, the plant being a mass of blooms the entire season.

Major Rinson. A clear fresh shade of cyclamen rose, beautifully shaded semi-double flowers, beautiful form.

Michele Savry. (Brt. 1908.) The semi-double flowers and trusses are perfectly formed; beautiful fresh salmon pink flowers, gradually fading to white on edges of petals; habit semi-dwarf and branching.

Odeon. (Lem. 1907.) A magnificent semi-double Orient red flower with white center, and upper petals maculated white; clear distinct foliage; semi-dwarf habit of growth.

Regalis. (Brt. 1907.) Immense semi-double flowers and trusses of a pure carmine color, which is a new color in the heavy-wooded or Brunant type.

Reve d'Ossian. (Brt. 1906.) Exquisite shade of nymphsea white with a tender shading of rose, grand semi-double flowers, gigantic trusses; habit and growth all that can be desired.

Single Varieties

Claire Frenot. (Brt. 1908.) A magnificent flower of a nymphsea rose color, shading Daybreak, veined rose salmon; enormous trusses held well above the attractive foliage, capable of resisting the inclement weather, making new growths in Autumn; robust grower of excellent habits.

Emile Routmy. (Lem. 1908.) Raspberry red flowers, upper petals fuchsia red, superbly maculated white at the base of upper petals; immense trusses.

Jean Rostand. (Brt. 1908.) Handsome flowers of a brilliant vermillion red, with a large white center, reticulated blue veins; semi-dwarf and compact habit; excellent trusses and exquisite foliage.

Jacques Daurelle. Bright cochineal red.

Secrétaire Barat. (Roz.-Bou. 1908.) Beautiful flowers of fine form, carmine lake, shaded salmon.
Standard Varieties

We have no hesitation in claiming that our collection of Standard Varieties stands pre-eminent among such collections in the country. As far as only distinct and useful varieties are concerned, they are the result of the most careful selection from hundreds of varieties from the foremost European and American introducers and comprise only those sorts which years of experience has taught us are the very best in their several different classes, which can be depended on to produce the most satisfactory results and which represent the highest standard of development yet obtained in their special class or color.

In keeping our list up to this high standard, we are continually adding many of the newer introductions and discarding some of the old sorts which have been favorites, but are now superseded by others which are more beautiful in form, greater in substance, more exquisite in color and more satisfactory in growth.

We have prepared to propagate these in large quantities, having added thousands of plants to our already large stock. If you can use them in large quantities, write us, and we may be able to make you special prices.

Abbie Schafer. One of the finest and most dependable red bedders we have; splendid semi-double flowers, magnificent trusses, abundantly produced throughout the entire season; semi-dwarf, short jointed grower; the color is a soft pleasing crimson scarlet.

Admiral Jones. (Lem. 1906.) Beautiful deep strawberry red, superior flowers and trusses; excellent grower, fine flowers and habit.

Alphonse Ricard. (Br. 1894.) The standard by which all other Geraniums are judged; the large perfectly formed semi-double flowers of bright vermilion are freely produced in enormous trusses during the entire season; the foliage is a handsome luxuriant bright green, perfect habit, and in every respect a general favorite.

Anais Segalas. (Br. 1906.) Immense bright salmon flowers brightening toward center; enormous trusses; dark rich deeply zoned foliage; strong robust grower with splendid habit.

Beaute Politevine. (Br. 1887.) A great favorite and conceded to be one of the best of the semi-double bedders among the light salmon shades; the color is a beautiful shade of shrimp pink, delicately shading to white; the flowers are large, splendid trusses; a most profuse bloomer the entire season.

Berthe de Presilcy. (Br. 1887.) A most beautiful shade of silver rose pink of exquisite brightness; the flowers are full and of perfect form; trusses are large and of fine form, freely produced; the habit is dwarf, robust and branching; a fine bedder and excellent pot plant.

Centaure. (Lem. 1887.) Beautiful shade of Neyron rose, immense, flowers of perfect form; excellent trusses held well above the foliage, which is light green, heavily zoned; stands the sun perfectly and is an excellent bedder and pot plant.

Comtesse de Harecourt. (Br.) Pure white flowers with beautiful florets, and enormous trusses which stand the sun well; perfect habit; deep rich green foliage.

Col. Thomas. (Br. 1907.) A most exquisite shade of deep cardinal red, slightly covered with a purplish sheen, deepening towards the center; upper petals blotched fiery red; splendid trusses of finely formed flowers, produced in the greatest profusion; foliage beautiful rich green with a slight chocolate zone.

Cousin Janie. Semi-double flowers of an exquisite shade of clear rich pink, slightly spotted light red, gradually shading to a distinct white center; dwarf bushy compact grower; flowers are freely produced, in medium size trusses; it is an exceptional fine pot plant variety.

Dagata. (Br. 1906.) One of the most distinct and handsome pink Geraniums that we have. The foliage attains a magnificent size; it is that exquisite rich green that is so much admired by the most discriminating trade; the color is a remarkably beautiful shade of mauve rose, with large blotches of white at the base of petals; the trusses are gigantic and produced in marvelous profusion.

Double Dryden. An attractive combination of colors, coral white center shading through a delicate lilac shade towards the outer edge of petals, which are a beautiful glowing soft crimson; in growth and habit it is ideal as a pot plant.

Dr. Philippe Tissie. (Br. 1906.) Light crimson color, shaded through magenta to a white center; a beautiful striking color and robust grower; flowers abundantly produced in large trusses borne on long rigid stems.

Edmond Blanc. One of the most handsome and brilliant Geraniums in the cerise shade; the color is a bright carmine shaded around the white eye, and on upper petals with bright scarlet; the flowers are perfectly formed, borne in large trusses, blooming freely the entire season; attractive and beautiful bedder; a strong constitution enabling it to withstand the Summer sun with perfect immunity.

General Grant. (Br.) A universal favorite as a bedder; bright orange scarlet flowers, profusely produced during the entire season in medium size trusses; a vigorous grower, withstanding the sun exceptionally well.
A Three-Year-Old Geranium Border in California
Standard Varieties—Double—Continued

**Fleuve Blanc.** (Brt. 1905.) A pure white of the true Brunat type; magnificent rich green foliage, short jointed compact grower with a hardy constitution; the flowers, which are just semi-double enough to give them a handsome finish, are borne in enormous trusses.

**General Saussier.** (Lem. 1906.) An exquisite shade of bright Carmine fading through delicate rose to a large distinct white center; an extraordinarily attractive variety as a pot plant; ideal habit of growth, semi-dwarf, vigorous, clear light green foliage.

**Henriot.** (Brt. 1907.) A beautiful shade of Neyron rose, magnificent semi-double flowers freely produced in enormous trusses on long stems held well above the luxuriant, handsome, zoned foliage; dwarf compact branching habit, strong constitution.

**Jean Oberle.** (Brt. 1906.) A very attractive shade of hydrangea or peach pink, exquisitely shaded to an almost pure white edge; perfectly formed semi-double flowers borne in immense trusses, freely produced; clear distinct foliage; strong constitution standing the sun perfectly as a bedder.

**Jean Vlaud.** (Brt. 1891.) Beautiful, bright, clear shade of mauve rose, shading to a clear white throat; the flowers and trusses are enormous, sometimes measuring 6 inches in diameter; luxuriant foliage of good substance.

**Jean Violette.** (Brt. 1906.) A tall, robust grower with rich violet crimson semi-double flowers; immense trusses on long stems held well above the strong foliage; strong habit.

**Jules Vasseur.** (Brt. 1906.) An excellent variety as a pot plant, medium-sized foliage, dwarf grower, early and continuous bloomer; the flowers are very striking, being a bright scarlet with a distinct white center. At once a striking and handsome Geranium.

**King Edward.** Immense semi-double flowers of a beautiful shade of rich Carmine lake, gradually fading to a distinct white center; large trusses, produced in great profusion; it is one of the finest pinks in this class; splendid habit of growth and stands the sun well.

**Le Cid.** (Lem. 1888.) A charming shade of dark cardinal red; magnificent florets and fine trusses; dwarf and healthy habit; splendid as a pot plant and low bedder.

**Leon Baudrier.** (Brt. 1906.) Semi-double Cy- clops, immense trusses of large full flowers; free and continuous bloomer; habit of growth robust and branching; the color is a beautiful shade of Carmine lake, shading through soft cerise to a clear white center; a most excellent fancy pot plant.

**Leopold Bouille.** Semi-double Cyclops; immense, perfectly formed flowers of bright solfurino red, upper petals richly shaded bright Carmine purple, fading to a distinct white center; very freely produced in enormous trusses; habit of growth ideal for a pot plant.

**Madonna.** (Ros. 1900.) An excellent variety of a semi-double pure snow white flower; compact grower of a noble upright habit; an old and universal favorite.

**M. A. Roseleur.** (Brt. 1900.) A most magnificent shade of beautiful Neyron rose, a shade that has attracted the favorable attention of the most critical judges, having a clear white throat, perfect flowers, enormous trusses abundantly produced and clean, extremely handsome foliage; it is a variety we can recommend without hesitation.

**Marquise L.** (Lem. 1907.) A beautiful and attractive shade of russet orange; semi-double, slightly zoned foliage, fine habit of growth, trusses of medium size borne in great profusion; a taking color as a pot plant.

**Marquise de Castellane.** (Brt.) Magnificent double flowers and enormous trusses of a beautiful soft red crimson, varying to a lighter red, freely produced the entire season, on rigid stems; enormous trusses produced above the handsome deep rich green foliage; a strong vigorous but robust grower; will satisfy the most discriminating trade.

**Marquise de Montmort.** (Brt.) A most magnificent shade of deep brilliant purple; borne in immense florets and trusses, held well above the strong deeply zoned foliage; an exceptionally striking variety, being greatly admired.

**Miss F. Perkins.** A constant bloomer of well formed flowers, produced in large clusters; the color is a charming shade of deep rose, shading to a clear white center; splendid habit of growth; strong constitution, standing our extreme climatic condition in excellent shape; a favorite bedder.

**Miss Kendall.** Large handsome flowers with a scarlet throat, surrounded by a margin of dark Carmine red, which is very effective; noble upright habit; round and full florets.

**Mme. Barney.** (Brt.) A profuse bloomer of an enormous semi-double flower of a deep pure pink color; a grand dwarf and branching habit; perfect bedder and pot variety.

**Mme. Buchner.** (Lem. 1908.) Strong vigorous plant, adorned with magnificent flowers of snow white color and excellent foliage.

**Mme. Canoves.** (Lem. 1908.) Immense flowers of a brilliant scarlet with maroon shading; large trusses produced on long stems held well above the foliage; similar to S. A. Nutt, although a more healthy grower.

**Mme. Charrotte.** A strong, robust, but dwarf grower; handsome, deep zoned foliage; large semi-double flowers; enormous trusses produced profusely during the entire season; the color is a distinct rosy salmon, shaded slightly lighter towards the outer edges; a splendid bedder and unsurpassed in this color as a pot plant.

**Mme. F. Sarloveze.** (Brt.) An exquisite and pleasing shade of bright rose; the immense and semi-double flowers are very attractive; dwarf and branching habit; the abundantly produced flowers are among the largest we have.

**Mme. Jaulin.** Very large flowers produced in enormous trusses; color peach pink, surrounded by a white border; unparalleled for beauty and freshness; habit dwarf, vigorous and compact; broad, deep zoned foliage; one of the best in this class.
Standard Varieties—Double—Continued

Mme. Landry. (Brt. 1906.) One of the choicest and handsomest of the Brunant type; very free and constantly in bloom throughout the entire season; the flowers are large and borne in enormous trusses, held well above the heavy deep zoned foliage; the color is a brilliant shade of apricot salmon shading to copper with white eye; in habit it is robust, semi-dwarf and vigorous, strong healthy constitution, enabling it to stand the extreme heat and hold its foliage the entire season.

Mme. Laporte Bisquit. (Brt. 1906.) This variety will in a short time become a universal favorite, as is the custom of the superb Cynlops type; profuse bloomer of bright solferino red flowers, upper petals richly shaded bright carmine purple to a distinct white eye; immense perfectly formed flowers borne in enormous trusses with ideal habit; unsurpassed as a pot variety.

Mme. Recamier. (Lem. 1903.) Pure white; individual flowers are double, beautifully formed and abundantly produced in enormous trusses; strong and vigorous grower; broad, fluted, slightly zoned foliage; evidently the best white we have.

Monsieur Emile David. (Brt. 1906.) Strong, healthy, erect growth of luxuriant glossy green foliage; the trusses reach enormous dimensions, freely produced on long rigid stems; immense semi-double flowers of a lively violet rose shade; base of upper petals feathered white.

Mrs. Annie Vincent. An exquisite shade of the brightest carmine, each petal somewhat maculated white at the base, so that the flowers are almost incomparable in their brightness and freshness; handsome, large and beautifully formed semi-double flowers, borne in enormous trusses, abundantly produced the entire season; habit semi-dwarf and robust.

Mrs. Lawrence. One of the finest varieties we have in this color, especially as a Winter or early Spring bloomer, continuing throughout the entire Summer; an exquisite shade of soft satiny salmon pink, slightly tinged with white; dwarf grower; medium size, light green foliage.

Ornellas. (Brt. 1906.) A magnificent variety with a good, healthy, clean, semi-dwarf habit; free flowers; large trusses of semi-double flowers, deep rich scarlet, slightly shaded crimson; a good bedder and very attractive and satisfactory as a pot plant.

Peter Henderson. (Brt. 1902.) A profuse bloomer of immense flowers of excellent texture and substance, withstanding the hot sun in a remarkably satisfactory manner; the foliage is handsome, semi-dwarf and luxuriant; the color is an excellent shade of poppy red; a splendid bedder and will meet all the requirements of a pot plant.

President Baille. (Brt. 1906.) This variety represents the true Brunant type; beautiful, heavy, luxuriant, slightly zoned foliage; strong robust grower; enormous trusses of semi-double flowers, freely produced; the color is a bright scarlet, with a soft velvety finish; strong healthy constitution, standing the sun well.

Rene Bazin. (Roz. 1906.) The darkest Geranium in our collection; a rich velvety shade of dark reddish purple; distinctly zoned foliage; dwarf habit.

Roi Edouard. (Lem. 1906.) Immense semi-double flowers of a beautiful shade of rich carmine lake, gradually shading to a distinct white throat, which makes it one of the finest pinks in this collection; splendid habit and enormous trusses.

S. A. Nutt. Considered to be one of the best dark red Geraniums we have, and is more generally used both as a pot plant and for bedding than any other kind; the color is a handsome dark velvety deep scarlet with maroon shading; a vigorous, compact grower, with a clean, healthy constitution.

Suzanne Despres. Dwarf, beshy, compact grower; magnificent, slightly zoned foliage, harmonizing beautifully with the delicate coloring of the handsome flowers, which is coral white, each petal distinctly margined with tender rose; well formed, semi-double flowers in splendid trusses, abundantly produced; an exceptionally good variety as a pot plant.

Single Varieties

Admiration. A profuse bloomer of the most gorgeous flowers; an attractive shade of bright rose shrimp pink, shading to white center; enormous trusses of beautifully formed flowers; strong robust grower.

Alice of Vinecannes. (Hill 1901.) White ground with charming gradation of colors, from the throat through a beautiful shade of violet crimson to a deep scarlet margin; a very distinct and charming variety.

Ardena. (Brt. 1906.) A most pleasing and effective shade of vermilion scarlet, distinct white throat; excellent habit of growth.

Baron Grubissich. Large, round flowers, bright tender rose, clear white center; strong grower; excellent habit.

Claire Albane. (Brt. 1906.) Immense flowers of a pure white color; an excellent variety; large trusses, stands the sun perfectly well.

Commandant Ott. (Roz. 1906.) Perfect flowers of a beautiful shade of anilin red with a large white center; excellent habit of growth; an extraordinarily handsome variety.

Emmanuel Arne. Deep, rich, dark crimson, maculated orange red; immense trusses.

Eugene Sue. (Lem. 1905.) A very attractive and brilliant shade of rust red, immense foliage of a fine texture, semi-dwarf, robust and branching habit; the floriferous effect of this variety is unsurpassable.
A Great Vase of Geraniums
Feuer. A continual bloomer of a brilliant crimson red flower; dwarf compact habit of growth; very highly recommended when it came into our possession, and it has proved itself.

Gloire de Rouge. A bright rich scarlet, dwarf compact grower, free flowering bedder, of excellent habit.

Gabriel Montoya. (Lem. 1906.) A strong robust grower of most exquisite reddish purple flowers; a very distinct and attractive shade; a continual bloomer of immense flowers.

Granville. A most exquisite shade of deep rose pink with white blotches on upper petals; desirable, strong, compact and beautiful habit, standing the sun well; a fine bedder.

Jacquerie. Very vigorous grower of a most beautiful deep carmine red flower; enormous trusses on extraordinarily long stems; compact grower; a great bedder.

Juste Oliver. (Lem. 1903.) An excellent variety, producing a unique and continual display of carmine red flowers; effective for bedding purposes.

Konigin Olga Wurttemberg. A magnificent shade of deep rose, white at base of petals; a profuse bloomer, flowers being produced at every joint; unsurpassed as a pot plant; dwarf grower; an old favorite of the Germans.

L’Aube. (Brt. 1895.) One of the best single whites of this class, pure snow white, retaining its purity the entire season; excellent trusses; attractive foliage.

Lord Curzon. An excellent variety of an exquisite shade of old carmine red, shaded fiery red at base of petals; produces immense trusses of individual flowers the entire season.

Marguerite de Layre. (Brt. 1889.) Continual bloomer of beautiful pure white flowers; enormous trusses abundantly produced on long rigid stems; a very attractive and pleasing variety.

Maxime Kovalevski. (Lem. 1906.) A very distinct and striking orange shade of Lincoln red, a new color in the bedding class; handsome foliage; fine vigorous grower; free flowering.

Mlle. Anastasie Lacadre. (Brt. 1906.) Rich crimson carmine, shading through a maculated white center; immense trusses on long rigid flower stems; deep green, handsome foliage; unsurpassed as a bedder.

Mme. Mosnay. (Brt. 1906.) A magnificent shade of geranium red, upper petals shaded violet to a white center; perfectly formed flowers, produced in enormous trusses on long rigid stems; deep green, handsome foliage; unsurpassed as a bedder.

Mrs. Brown Potter. Bright rose Neyron flower, which is very effective and which we consider without hesitancy to be the most beautiful variety of clear pink in our collection; continual bloomer; dwarf compact habit of growth.

Mrs. E. G. Hill. (Brt. 1901.) A profuse bloomer of a soft light salmon flower, each petal bordered with rose salmon; exquisite semi-dwarf grower; will resist the heat of the sun; excellent for bedding.

Mrs. E. Rawson. Immense bright scarlet flowers with crimson shading on upper petals; extraordinarily strong and vigorous, semi-dwarf growth; will resist the heat of the sun; excellent for bedding.

Nuit Poldevine. (Brt. 1904.) A magnificent shade of rosy purple, lower petals feathered rich scarlet; unusually strong and vigorous; we unhesitatingly recommend this variety to those who wish a dark, handsome Geranium with fine habit of growth.

Pamela. (Cannell 1906.) Immense round flowers with a large pure white center shading through a maculated effect to a broad distinct outer margin of crimson lake; an exceptionally strong, vigorous grower for an English round flower sort; this is a fine variety and is generally admired.

Rival. A unique soft shade of salmon red, upper petals beautifully blotched; an excellent pot plant and with careful cultivation is a splendid bedder. The solid scarlet center, which is produced in large trusses on vigorous grower well adapted to those points of a zonal and Ivy-leaved type, but resembling more the nature of the zonal.

Paul Cramfield. (Lem. 1892.) An attractive shade of vermilion scarlet; deep, rich green, distinctly zoned foliage; strong, compact, vigorous and branching habit; one of the brightest bedding Geraniums we have.

Princess Alex. A most pleasing shade of bright carmine lake; flowers large and perfect in form, produced freely in grand trusses; except- tionally satisfactory as a pot plant.

Rosalada. (Brt. 1906.) A true representative of the Brunat race; extremely handsome flowers of a rich crimson pink, upper petals of deep red, lower petals pink, produced in enormous trusses on long stems; strong, vigorous grower of good habit.

Sycamore. (Halsted 1906.) A profuse bloomer of an attractive, bright, clear salmon pink, produced in enormous trusses on long stems; strong, vigorous grower of good habit.

Teodor de Wyzewa. (Lem. 1906.) Beautiful flowers and trusses of excellent habit, abundantly produced; a cheerful clear shade of rich lilac rose with blotch on upper petals; strong branching semi-dwarf growth.

Telegraph. (DeVoy 1904.) Enormous trusses of a beautiful Lincoln red; strong, robust growth; an ironclad constitution and stands all weather with perfect immunity; mammoth, dark green, heavily zoned foliage.

The Sirdar. An exquisite shade of intense scarlet; strong and robust growth; magnificent round flowers; of the finest qualities, produced on long stems; unsurpassed as a pot plant and very attractive in a collection.

Tiffin. (Ulrich 1906.) A very effective shade of rich glowing scarlet, with crimson shading on upper petals; one of the finest blooming single bedding varieties.

Victor Grosset. (Brt. 1906.) Excellent trusses and flowers of a bright rich shade of apricot salmon, coloring on vermilion scarlet; profuse bloomer; excellent habit; strong healthy constitution; a splendid bedder.
Ivy-Leaved Geraniums

We wish, this season, to call special attention to the Ivy-leaved Geraniums, of which we have a special collection, and a fine stock in the very best possible condition. This class of Geraniums is not as generally used as it should be, or will be when the new types become known, and the magnificent delicate colors become fully appreciated.

We had, during the past season, fine, sturdy, bushy plants in three-inch pots with from six to ten trusses of flowers on them at the same time. They make the finest kind of pot plants when properly grown.

Achievement. Immense semi-double flowers of a distinct and pleasing shade of soft cerise pink, freely produced in large trusses; good habit and constitution; it is a cross with a zonal, adding hardness and strength to its constitution, enabling it to withstand inclement weather conditions.

Alliance. In 1905 when Mr. Lemoine introduced this variety he described it as a Pelargonium Pelatatum Zonal “Alliance,” signifying an affinity between two types. A most exquisite shade of delicate lilac white, upper petals feathered and blotched bright crimson rose, semi-double flowers, abundantly produced in large trusses; beautiful foliage.

Ballade. This is, without doubt, an invaluable variety as a pot plant; the foliage is attractive, dark, glossy green, thick and leathery, with waxy gloss; large semi-double flowers, a fresh and attractive shade of delicate lilac, with a seashell blush on upper petals.

Bettina. (1905.) Magnificent semi-double flowers of a charming shade of tender lilac white, center of flowers and petals being blotched with Tyrilian rose; superior flowers and trusses; dwarf compact habit; when it is successfully grown it is remarkably beautiful as a pot plant.

Cæsar Franck. (Lem. 1905.) This is destined soon to become one of the most popular Ivy Geraniums yet introduced; the flowers resemble Crimson Rambler rose, only are much richer in color and finish, produced on long stems in enormous trusses; color is a magnificent shade of rich crimson with an exquisite touch of tender rose at base of petals; quick growing and branching habit.

Col. Baden Powell. An exquisite shade of pearl white, shading to soft blush; dark blotched on upper petals; enormous flowers borne on long stems; abundantly produced in excellent trusses.

Cordon's Glory. A profuse bloomer of an exquisite bright scarlet double flower, which is considered to be one of the best of this type; the plants display a continual profusion of bloom, and are of exuberant, healthy growth; flowers are of good quality and large size, pleasing and attractive for fancy baskets and vases.

Corinthienne. (1905.) Beautiful white tinted lilac, feathered and blotched with dark purple on upper petals; grand flowers borne on long stems; abundantly produced on excellent trusses.

Dina Scalariandis. Double white flowers, with a slight tinge of lilac on edge of petals; dwarf grower; flowers abundantly produced on excellent trusses.

Duke of Edinburgh. A strong variegated Ivy Geranium, large handsome light green leaves, broad creamy white margin; the flowers are semi-double light rose, abundantly produced; this is an attractive and beautiful plant for whatever purposes an Ivy Geranium can be used.

Hector Gaicomelli. Large semi-double flowers of an exquisite shade of lavender white, effectually tinted pale rose; upper petals distinctly feathered crimson maroon; lower petals touched with same color; splendid habit, and when well grown, leaves nothing to be desired in the way of an Ivy Geranium.

Incomparable. Very large trusses and florets of good form; color a lovely shade of rosy carmine; dwarf, compact, robust grower; a beautiful variety.

Joseph Warren. A very large, bold, semi-double flower, of good substance, the color being a lovely shade of rich purple rose slightly feathered dark maroon; a distinct and striking variety.

L'Elegante. There is nothing that compares with this old variety as a basket plant, with its exquisite gracefulness and its rich green Ivy-shaped leaves, edged with pure white, and delicate lilac white flowers freely produced.

Mme. Thibaut. This is one of the prettiest of the Ivy Geraniums yet introduced; the color being a magnificent shade of clear rosy pink, upper petals delicately but distinctly feathered deep crimson maroon; semi-double, perfectly formed flowers; foliage is luxuriant and waxy; perfect habit.

Mrs. Banks. Large semi-double flowers of a pleasing shade of blush white, upper petals feathered reddish Neyron; true ivy growth; habit strong and vigorous, flowering abundantly through the season.

Mrs. Hawley. Large semi-double flowers; strong robust grower, splendid habit; color a pleasing shade of rose cerise, with a slight magenta shading; dark blotch on upper petals.

Pierre Crozy. An old and popular favorite of the hybrid Ivy class, showing the character and habit of the zonal in its dwarf branching and robust growth and strong healthy constitution; its ivy nature in the handsome and delicate finish of its large, semi-double, bright scarlet flowers, large open trusses, and freedom of bloom, all combining to make a Geranium that is an ideal pot plant, and a good low growing bedding.

Ryevolta's Surprise. This is undoubtedly one of the best and most beautiful Ivy Geraniums we have; in color it is an attractive, clear rose—the rich pink that seems to insist on being looked at; in habit of growth, semi-dwarf, short jointed and branching; large foliage and fine texture; combining all these, it makes an ideal Ivy Geranium.
Varie gated Foliage Varieties

Golden Brilliantissimum. A dwarf compact grower of a wonderful variegation of dark green margined white, edged and dashed yellow, edge of leaves crimped; single flowers of a deep rich scarlet.

Mountain of Snow. Luxuriant light green foliage, distinctly variegated white; very healthy grower; beautiful scarlet red, well formed, single flowers, very attractive and showy, especially for pot plants; spreading and branching habit.

Mrs. Pollock. Strong robust grower, considered to be one of the best bedding sorts; beautiful and attractive foliage; the leaves have a green ground, surrounded by a margin of golden yellow, dark chocolate zone, effectively variegated; orange red flowers.

Mme. Salleroi. Bright green leaves edged white; more universally used than any other Geranium as a border; dwarf compact habit, never exceeding the height of one foot.

Mme. Languth. Beautiful cherry red flower and foliage broadly marked with silvery white; a very attractive variety.

Silver Leaf S. A. Nutt. Profuse bloomer of immense crimson scarlet flowers, produced in fine trusses on long rigid stems; beautiful green foliage, edged white; very similar to Mme. Salleroi, but a much stronger grower.

Sophie Dumasque. Magnificent golden tricolor salmon scarlet, beautiful and attractive healthy green foliage, surrounded by a margin of golden yellow, with strong constitution.

Scented-Leaved Varieties

Apple. (Pelargonium odorata.) Apple scented.

Balm. (P. vitifolium.) Large flowers, upper petals light lilac, lower petals dark; strong grower; very fragrant.

Capitatum. Small leaf, rose scented.

Clorinda. Large Neyron red flowers, shaded darker with maroon blotch; flowers are unusually large for a scented Geranium; deep green foliage with pleasant odor; excellent strong growing habit.

Dale Park Beauty. Flowers as large as a Pansy Geranium; broad lower petals of a deep lilac color; upper petals purplish crimson maroon, feathered dark maroon; very pleasant fragrant foliage.

Fair Ellen. Fragrant and beautiful large oaktipped foliage.

Lady Mary. Small flowers; upper petals rosy lake, shaded violet crimson; lower petals bluish white; sweet scented.

Lady Plymouth. (Graveolens fol. var.) Variegated rose Geranium, green and rose white foliage, with golden tinge; unique and attractive as a pot plant.

Mme. Salleroi. Bright green leaves edged white; more universally used than any other Geranium as a border; dwarf compact habit, never exceeding the height of one foot.

Mrs. Kingsbury. Large fuchsia red flowers, shading lighter to white eye; upper petals veined maroon; sweet scented.

Nutmeg. (P. fragrans.) Dwarf; bright green foliage; nutmeg fragrance; introduced in 1774.

Old Unique. Deep lilac color; strong grower.

Pretty Polly. Purple orange; upper petals blotched maroon; almond scented; dwarf bushy habit.

Quercifoilium. Beautiful oak-leaved foliage, dark center; finer variety than Quercifoilium major.

Rose. (P. graveolens.) This variety has been a great favorite since 1690; the standard rose scented.

Scarlet Unique. Flowers dull scarlet, blotched with maroon, fine habit.

Schotteshampet. Filbert scented; dwarf compact grower; a splendid pot variety.

Cactus-Flowering Geraniums

A very unique and strikingly beautiful distinct type which originated in England but a few years ago, and at once won a place in great popular favor as pot plants, for the conservatory and window boxes, for which they are unusually pleasing and attractive on account of their remarkably handsome and thrifty but dwarf growth, small foliage and marvelous profusion of bloom.

The Cactus has by common consent been recognized as a distinctive term applied to certain types of Dahlias, Cinerarias, etc., but none deserve the appellation more than the Cactus Geranium, with its admirable elegance of form, exquisite, graceful, narrow, curled and twisted petals similar to those of the finest grade of Cactus Dahlia.

Exquisite. Geranium lake.

Fire Dragon. Bright geranium red; exceptionally striking and showy.

J. R. Greenhill. Pleading shade of soft hydrangea pink.

Mrs. J. Brown. Deep carmine; dwarf grower; free bloomer.

Salmon Queen. Light scarlet.

Lemon. (P. graveolens.) Dwarf, glossy small green leaves; delightful lemon odor.

Mrs. Kingsbury. Large fuchsia red flowers, shading lighter to white eye; upper petals veined maroon; sweet scented.

Nutmeg. (P. fragrans.) Dwarf; bright green foliage; nutmeg fragrance; introduced in 1774.

Old Unique. Deep lilac color; strong grower.

Pretty Polly. Purple orange; upper petals blotched maroon; almond scented; dwarf bushy habit.

Quercifoilium. Beautiful oak-leaved foliage, dark center; finer variety than Quercifoilium major.

Rose. (P. graveolens.) This variety has been a great favorite since 1690; the standard rose scented.

Scarlet Unique. Flowers dull scarlet, blotched with maroon, fine habit.

Schotteshampet. Filbert scented; dwarf compact grower; a splendid pot variety.

Rose Queen. Strawberry red.

The Countess. Scarlet color.

Diabolo. (Br. 1908.) Small semi-double flowers, very disorderly arranged, of a brilliant fiery scarlet color; dwarf grower; the plants are very floriferous.

Dazzler. Fine deep carmine.
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